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Abstract

Large-scale P2P systems typically have hundreds of thousands of peers that involve frequent dynamic activities. Current structured
overlays do not identify well the rhythm in the dynamic activities, thus resulting in high maintenance overhead. In this paper, we present
a new state cache system, called SCS, that solves the problem by exploiting the access patterns of dynamic activities in P2P systems. SCS
partitions the whole P2P network into clusters and dynamically chooses a “super” node in each cluster to selectively record and maintain
the routing information for departed nodes most likely to arrive back in the near future. The cached routing information enables SCS to
simplify self-organization, reduce system maintenance overhead and provide high quality routing service. The experimental results show
that SCS reduces the maintenance overhead by up to 66% while delivering much better routing performance, as compared to current
structured P2P systems.
© 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

With the pervasive deployment of computers, P2P sys-
tems are receiving increasing attention of both academia and
industry [10]. In terms of overlay construction and routing
mechanism, P2P systems can be classified into three cat-
egories: unstructured approach employing flooding/random
walk routing, structured approach adopting distributed hash
table (DHT)-based routing, and hybrid approach which com-
bines the above two. Gnutella[7] and GIA [2] are unstruc-
tured P2P systems. Examples of structured P2P systems in-
clude PAST[13], CFS[4], OceanStore[8], which are built
on top of their overlays forming a self-organizing substrate,
such as Pastry[12], Chord [3], Tapestry[19] and Content
Addressable Network (CAN)[11]. Recently, Castro et al.
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presented a hybrid approach combining benefits from both
unstructured and structured solutions in Structella project
[1]. The three types of systems have their own pros and
cons, the argument which is the best, however, is beyond the
scope of this paper. Structured P2P systems are the focus of
study in this paper.

1.1. Motivations

In a P2P system, there are many instances of node depar-
ture and arrival back activities. Thisdynamic activityis an
extremely common feature of P2P systems. Formally,a dy-
namic activityis a round-trip activity of a node that departs
the system and then arrives back, e.g., computers logging off
and on. The dynamic activities that current P2P systems will
typically consider, include:Node Join, a node enters the P2P
system;Node Departure, a live node leaves the system; and
Node Failure, the computer at a node fails. To our knowl-
edge, only a few specific studies have been conducted on
the effects of dynamic activity. Ledlie et al.[9] investigated
the dependability criteria for P2P systems and presented the
design of a self-organizing hierarchical grouping-based P2P
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Fig. 1. The cumulative distribution of time interval between departure
and arrival back of all nodes.

system. However, this paper concentrates on the principles
but does not present a complete solution.

Frequent dynamic activities may result in an inefficient
self-organization and high maintenance overhead that de-
grade overall performance of P2P systems[9]. Existing P2P
overlays concentrate on guaranteeing that system would
work properly when nodes arrive, depart and/or fail. They
do not take the “round-trip” rhythm into consideration, and
thus introduce extraneous maintenance overhead.As a con-
sequence, the problem of how to reduce the maintenance
overhead and provide uninterrupted high quality routing
service remains unsolved. Through a detailed study, we
make following important observations that guide our de-
sign process resulting in an efficient new self-organization
scheme.

First,dynamic activities have certain own rules to follow.
A significant rhythm does exist in many dynamic activities
which can be exploited to reduce the maintenance overhead.
In current P2P systems, many peers follow an almost fixed
periodic behavior in leaving and coming back to the P2P
network. Such an activity is called a “round-trip”. Through
our studies on a real-world P2P system trace collected by
University of Washington[14], we find that 30% of nodes
in a 17,125-node Gnutella[7] P2P system have more than
10 round-trips within 60 h. Furthermore, 51% of instances
of round trip interval time are within 8 min (500 s) as shown
in Fig. 1. The interval time is calculated as the time elapsed
between a node departure and its arrival back. The exis-
tence of node dynamic activities is some how expected since
many Internet users often surf the WWW in a very regular
fashion.

Second,the routing information of each node is valuable
for query lookup. In addition to uploading and downloading
files for users at the node, a live node serves as an interme-
diate router in the network, where its routing information is

used to forward messages. From the viewpoint of the entire
P2P system, fast, efficient and successful lookup operations
largely rely on the routing information of the intermediate
nodes. In case of a node departure or failure, such infor-
mation at the departing node will also be lost. Thereby the
lookup performance and system availability will be seriously
affected until the P2P system recovers from the loss. Ex-
isting P2P systems solve this problem by saving redundant
copies of files in multiple nodes and maintaining additional
routing information for routing fault tolerance. Such policies
may degrade the routing quality and lookup performance
by circumventing routing, especially in the last several
hops[5].

Third, the heterogeneity of computing resources at vari-
ous nodes is not fully exploited by some P2P systems.The
diverse computing capabilities of various nodes need to be
considered along with their dynamic characteristics to fur-
ther reduce maintenance cost. By assigning greater respon-
sibility to relatively more capable nodes, we are able to de-
velop an efficient self-organization process, and realize the
advantages of centralized systems within the decentralized
environment of P2P systems.

1.2. State cache system—a novel solution

In this paper, we present a novel state cache system, SCS,
to solve the problems discussed above by creatively caching
the routing states of the round-trip nodes on some nearby
“super” nodes before their departures. The goal of SCS is
to reduce the maintenance overhead of a structured overlay
while providing even better routing performance. SCS par-
titions the whole P2P network into many clusters based on
the physical network proximity and node heterogeneity. In
each cluster, SCS dynamically chooses a “super” node as
the state cache host, SCH, to selectively record and main-
tain the routing information for nodes most likely to arrive
back in near future within its cluster domain. First, the SCH
saves the important routing information of round-trip nodes
in the SCH, and provides additional routing service on behalf
of the departed nodes. This results in a better routing per-
formance since more valid routing information is available
for lookup in the system. Second, when a temporarily de-
parted node arrives back to the system, it simply informs the
SCH and gets back instantly its fresh routing information—
the information might have been modified during the time
it resided in the SCH. These two steps comprise the entire
self-organization process for most active round-trip nodes.
Thus, SCS helps make a round-trip node’s self-organization
simple and efficient.

An SCS prototype system based on Pastry is developed
to validate the benefits of SCS scheme in structured P2P
systems. We believe this scheme can also be easily ported
to other structured P2P systems because current P2P sys-
tems share many common features, which will be discussed
in Section2. Our experimental results show that SCS re-
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duces the maintenance load by nearly 66% and simultane-
ously improves the routing performance compared to the
Pastry system. This makes the SCS an ideal component of
both current and future P2P systems with frequent dynamic
activities.

2. Related work

2.1. Pastry

Each Pastry[12,13] node has a 128-bit node identifier
(nodeId) and maintains a routing table, a neighborhood set
and a leaf set. The routing table contains nodeIds and IP
addresses of many nodes for different paths. A rown entry
of the routing table refers to a node, nodeId of which shares
the firstn digits with the present node’s nodeId but differs at
the(n+1)th digit. The neighborhood set contains the nodeIds
and IP addresses of the nodes that are nearest to the local
node. The leaf set is the set of nodes that have nodeIds
numerically closest to the present node. Routing in Pastry
always converges: a message is always forwarded to a node
which shares a longer prefix with the key, or shares the same
prefix length with the present node but is numerically closer
in the nodeId space than the present node. When a new
node arrives, it needs to initialize its routing information,
and informs other nodes of its presence. Specifically, a node
insertion or departure requiresO(log2b N) messages.

2.2. Other P2P systems

Tapestry[8,19] bears much similarity with Pastry, fol-
lowing the same approach of address prefix-based routing.
For any node insertion or deletion, Tapestry must update
the neighborhood map and back pointer list with a cost
of O(logN) messages. Closely related to both Pastry and
Tapestry, Chord[3,4] forwards messages based on numer-
ical difference with the destination address by looking up
the routing table (finger table). Chord adopts a successor-list
mechanism that makes it possible to route around a single
link or node failure by choosing another node in the succes-
sor list. The update of routing information for a node addition
or deletion requiresO(log2N) messages. CAN[11] routes
messages in ad-dimensional space, where each node main-
tains a routing table withO(d) entries. Ifd = O(logN)

the maintenance of the neighbors set also requiresO(logN)

messages.
In all of these structured overlays, the messages are for-

warded by looking up routing tables that are initialized in
the node joining procedure, and the systems have to run ex-
pensive self-organization algorithms to fix the routing tables
when a node departs and rebuild them when the node ar-
rives back. This observation leads to our intuitive idea that
DHT’s performance could be improved by caching the rout-
ing tables in the system.

3. Design and implementation of the SCS

SCS aims to realize two purposes: (1) make the self-
organization procedure more efficient, and (2) provide a sus-
tained high quality routing service.

3.1. The SCS architecture

In SCS, the participating nodes are dynamically parti-
tioned into clusters according to network proximity, node
heterogeneity and a predefinedmaximum cluster sizeand
cluster radius. Maximum cluster size defines the maximum
number of live nodes in a cluster, and cluster radius cap-
tures the maximum distance between a node and the clus-
ter’s SCH. The alternative distance metrics can be round-
trip time (minimum of a series of pings) or the number of
IP routing hops (measured using traceroute). In each cluster
area, a “super” node is selected to act as the SCH, which
is responsible for recording the dynamic activities and sav-
ing the routing information for round-trip nodes within this
cluster area. SCH identifies whether a new arrival node is
a round-trip node or truly a brand new node joining by its
IP address along with its computer name or a salt. When a
node is leaving, it sends its routing information to the SCH,
and reclaims it from the SCH upon return, thus greatly sim-
plifying the node join process. During its absence, the SCH
provides additional routing service to other nodes using the
cached routing information, as if this node is still alive.

It may be noted that SCH isquite differentfrom conven-
tional “super peer” or “super node” that is used to forward
the queries for a group of peers[15,16,18]. In each cluster
of such a super peer networked system, all the queries from
or to a client are forwarded by the super peer, which tends
to make it a bottleneck and/or a point of failure when the
system is busy. Unlike this, SCH works only as a state cache
to selectively save the routing information of the clients in a
cluster domain, and provides additional routing service en-
hancement when the node is offline. Compared to a “super
peer”, SCH deals with much less workload and does not
have to be as powerful as a “super peer”.

To implement this, a block of memory is allocated on the
SCH to serve as the state cache for the round-trip nodes.
Each entry of the state cache stores an absent round-trip
node’s routing information, which typically includes the leaf
set, routing table and neighborhood set in Pastry. Different
structured overlays would have different index data struc-
tures but they are essentially more alike than different. No-
tice that the routing information saved in state cache is also
kept up to date in a similar way as other routing information.
Cached and uncached departed nodes: A cluster SCH

might become overloaded if it saves routing information for
a large number of round-trip nodes. Thus, SCS limits the
number of cache entries in each SCH. The idea is to only save
those nodes which are most likely to come back soon. The
departed nodes whose routing information is successfully
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cached in SCH are calledcached nodes; other departed nodes
are calleduncached nodes. We definemaximum cache sizeas
the maximum number of cache entries. It can be determined
statically or dynamically based on maximum cluster size
and the SCH capability. In this paper, it is statically set up
as a system parameter for simplicity.
Open nodes: There may be very few nodes that are not

able to join a cluster upon arrival. We call these nodes as
open nodes. The reason why these open nodes exist is that,
they are physically located far away from any SCH and do
not themselves qualify to become SCH. Note that an open
node is still acting as a peer in the system, since “open”
only implies that they have not joined any cluster. SCS has
a mechanism to cover them as soon as an SCH is available
nearby, which is explained later in this paper.

3.2. Data structures

To deploy the caching scheme in SCS, we maintain dif-
ferent data structures on SCH nodes and client nodes. This
section describes the data structures and several message
types we introduce to implement SCS.

3.2.1. SCH nodes
In addition to its own routing information and data struc-

tures required by the overlay protocol, each SCH maintains
additional data structures which includecluster ID, state
cacheandmembership list. Cluster ID uniquely identifies
the cluster created by current SCH node. State cache is the
block of memory in SCH where the routing information
records of departed nodes are cached. Each entry in the state
cache corresponds to one departed node, which is supposed
to come back within a short time. The membership list main-
tains the following information for the live and cached nodes
in a cluster domain:
• nodeIdandIPAddressof this member.
• node status, which may be eitherlive or cached.
• SCH candidacy, which is normalized to a number be-

tween 0 and 10, indicating the qualification of a node to
become an SCH.

• EOP, which means estimated offline period, is used to
predict how long this node will be offline before it arrives
back to this cluster next time. A smaller EOP implies a
higher probability for a node to come back soon.

3.2.2. Client nodes
In this paper, client nodes refer to peers in a cluster except

the SCH. They are functioning peers in the P2P system
although they may request state caching service from the
SCHs when they depart and rejoin the system. The data
structures SCS client nodes have to maintain includecluster
ID and SCH-IP. The cluster ID identifies the cluster in which
this node is located and SCH-IP is used to communicate
with SCH periodically. In addition, to implement SCS on
top of DHT overlays, in each entry of the routing tables, we
add a pointer to the SCH of the referred node in this entry.

In order to rejoin the system and retain routing information
successfully, a departed node needs to maintain some SCS
related information in its local buffer, such as the IP address
of its SCH and the cluster ID.

3.2.3. Messages
In order to maintain the cluster structure and provide

caching service, we introduce some new types of messages.
For the reader’s convenience, we give the definitions of these
message types here and explain more details in later related
sections.
Live Refresh: These messages are sent from clients to their

SCHs periodically, to keep the membership list on the SCH
up to date.
SCH Change: When an SCH departs and/or is replaced

by another SCH candidate, the new SCH will send an SCH
Change message to the clients. Since the new SCH inherits
the membership list, the SCH Change messages are only
multicasted to the member peers.
SCH Ready: When an SCH is replaced, or a new cluster

is initialized, the new SCH may broadcast an SCH Ready
message within its cluster radius to cover more open nodes
until there is no reachable open nodes or this cluster is full.
Reverse Update: The SCH information we integrate into

the routing tables may be stale if the SCH information of
some nodes is changed. We deploy areverse updatemecha-
nism to solve this problem. These messages are used to up-
date the routing table entries in which the SCH information
is out of date.

When departing and rejoining the system, a client node
will contact the SCH to get its routing information cached
and reloaded. TheseSCH Contactmessages can be easily
implemented by our Live Refresh messages. The period for
these refreshes is designed to be short enough for the SCH
to get fresh information about clients, but long enough for
the client nodes to have obvious updates and not to impose
much overhead. Considering that the shortest offline period
in the trace is seven minutes, we set the period to be ten
minutes.

3.3. Design of algorithms

In this section, we first present the cluster membership
maintenance and SCH election methods, and then give the
design of algorithms for node join and departure/failure, as
well as a heuristic state cache replacement policy. Finally,
we explain the routing procedures in SCS.

3.3.1. Cluster formation and SCH election
In SCS, a typical cluster consists of an SCH and a number

of clients, and a client only belongs to one cluster. The SCH
maintains a membership list that reflects the live and cached
nodes in the cluster. A timer is attached to each item in the
list. Initially the timer is set to be equal to the Live Refresh
cycle time. To keep the list up to date, each live client sends
Live Refresh messages to the SCH periodically. When re-
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ceiving a refresh message, SCH refreshes the corresponding
item in the list and resets the timer.

The SCH plays a key role in SCS. Previous studies[14]
have shown that it is beneficial to exploit the heterogeneity
among participating peers. Since an SCH is expected to han-
dle additional load in the system, it must be relatively stable
and capable to support this responsibility. In order to ascer-
tain such qualification of a node, we assign to each node
a candidacy factor to be SCH, which is a function ofnode
availability andnode capacity. To be qualified for SCH, a
node must have an SCH candidacy factor larger than a pre-
defined threshold.

A new cluster can be created only when an SCH candi-
date is found in the area. To form a new cluster, the SCH
broadcasts an SCH Ready message within cluster radius.
All open nodes that receive the message will try to join it
by replying with positive ACKs to the SCH. Based on the
replies, the SCH accepts nodes with a first-come-first-serve
policy until the cluster becomes full and a membership list
is formed thereafter.

When the SCH is on a planned leave, it will try to pick
up the next most qualified node in the membership list to
be the new SCH for this cluster. If such a candidate is
found successfully, it will be the new SCH, and all the
state cache structures are migrated to it. After that, the
new SCH multicasts an SCH Change message to all the
members in the list to inform this event and the clients
change their SCH addresses accordingly. When SCH is re-
placed, some clients may not remain in the cluster area any
longer, because they are now farther away from the new
SCH than the predefined cluster radius. In this case, these
distant nodes will reply with a negative ACK and leave
the cluster. Upon receiving negative reply messages, the
SCH removes those distant nodes from its membership list
and becomes able to cover more open nodes. Therefore, if
the cluster is not full (the number of live nodes is smaller
than maximum cluster size), the new SCH will broadcast
an SCH Ready message to cover open nodes nearby. Af-
ter this process, the new SCH begins to serve the client
nodes in the cluster. However, if no candidate is found in
the membership list, i.e., there is no node qualified to be the
new SCH for this cluster, then all the nodes become open
nodes.

In the event of an SCH failure, the live clients still try
to contact the SCH by periodical Live Refresh messages.
If a non-SCH candidate node detects that the SCH is gone,
which implies that the cluster is not available any more, it
simply clears all its cluster related information and becomes
an open node. If an SCH candidate detects that the SCH (i.e.,
the old cluster) is gone, it will initialize a new cluster and
broadcast an SCH Change message along with the old clus-
ter ID within its cluster radius. The open nodes in this cluster
domain will be covered by the newly created cluster. In addi-
tion, upon receiving this SCH Change message, a live node
checks whether its cluster is gone by comparing its cluster
ID to the one in the message. If so, it will simply switch to

this new cluster by replying to the new SCH node. However,
if two or more SCH candidates detect this event before they
receive the SCH Change messages from the first one, each
of them may create a new cluster on its own. This is not good
for SCS since too many small clusters may have a lot of SCH
changes due to SCH departures. Fortunately, the probability
for this to happen is very low because the propagated latency
within a cluster radius is much shorter than one Live Refresh
message cycle. Consequently, most live nodes are very likely
to see an SCH Change message before they detect the SCH
failure, except the first SCH candidate that issues this mes-
sage. Even if this case happens, it only has small negative
impact on the system performance but does not affect the
correctness of the algorithm. Each SCH candidate notifies
other nodes about its new cluster creation and then invites
them to join. Multiple new clusters created are identified by
the cluster ID and SCH IP address. As more nodes join the
system, these clusters may have more clients. When one of
the new SCH fails, its clients could automatically join other
clusters.

3.3.2. Node join and departure/failure
In current DHTs, node self-organization operations, such

as node join, node departure/failure, are very inefficient
because they discard the routing information any time a
node leaves the system, and run the costly join process (in-
cluding bootstrapping) when the same node arrives back.
In the proposed SCS, we cache the routing states for the
nodes with frequent round-trip patterns so as to avoid set-
ting up routing information for these nodes from scratch
repeatedly.
Node join: Table1 describes the node join algorithm in

SCS. For a brand new node P, SCS still requires it to run the
DHT bootstrapping and join procedure to collect its rout-
ing information. After this, node P contacts its neighbors to
see if any cluster is available in the local area. These neigh-
bors will reply with cluster IDs and SCH-IP addresses if
they have. Then node P multicasts contact messages to these
SCHs asking for membership. With the first positive reply
from an SCH, node P joins a cluster successfully even if it
is an SCH candidate and later replies are simply ignored.
However, If no cluster is found or no SCH replies with pos-
itive ACKs, node P may initialize a new cluster if it is ca-
pable, or otherwise stay as an open node. After successfully
joining a cluster, the node status in the membership list for
new node is set tolive.

On the other hand, if the joining node is a round-trip node
that already has the cluster ID and SCH-IP in its buffer,
it will first try to join the same cluster, and recover its
routing information from the SCH. However, if the node
cannot join the same cluster for some reason (for exam-
ple, the SCH has been replaced, or the state cache entry
has been replaced by a new one), it is regarded as a new
node, and has to run the diffuse join procedure as in most
DHTs. For most round-trip nodes, as long as the SCH-IP
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Table 1
Node join algorithm in pseudo-code
NodeJoin ()
{

compute offline period OP;
update node EOP;
update node candidacy factor;
if (act as a client last time) {

contact its SCH node;
if (get positive reply) //a cache hit

derive its routing information and return;
}
run DHT node join procedure;
contact neighbors for cluster information;
contact SCHs for membership;
if (receive positive reply) //find a cluster to join

join this cluster;
else if (candidacy> SCH candidacy threshold) {

initialize a new cluster;
broadcast “SCH Ready" msg in cluster radius;

}
elsestay open;

}

address is correct, they can use it as the bootstrapping node,
thus relieving some workload from the system bootstrapping
nodes.
Node departure/failure: In the simplest case, open nodes

depart the system autonomously. For other nodes within a
cluster, if the departing/failing node is an SCH, a new SCH
needs to be selected as explained in the previous section. For
a live client to depart or fail, we have the following three
scenarios.

(1) Uncached node departure: When a live client de-
parts the system intentionally, its routing information
may not be cached because the state cache is full
and no victim entry is found. Since it is not cached,
implying it is not likely to arrive back in the near
future, SCH simply removes it from the membership
list.

(2) Cached node departure: In this case, the node saves
its routing information in the state cache, which means
it remains virtually online in that its routing informa-
tion is still providing routing service. At the same time,
its status in the membership list is changed tocached.
Because a cached node cannot send refresh messages,
its timer is changed to a slightly larger value than its
EOP. This is straightforward since the cached node is
offline and expected to return to the system within its
EOP. If the node arrives back before the timer expires,
its node status is restored tolive and the timer reset to
the system default value. In addition, the node updates
its EOP value and SCH candidacy accordingly. If the
cached node does not arrive back before a timeout, this
record is marked as “expired", indicating an appropriate
choice for cache replacement in SCH.

(3) Node failure: If the timer of a live client expires before
SCH receives the refresh message from it, this node

is assumed to have failed. In this case, SCS simply
removes the corresponding item from the membership
list.

If the number of live nodes in a cluster reaches maxi-
mum cluster size, the (full) cluster will not accept any more
clients. When receiving more contact messages from other
nodes, the SCH will return a negative reply. This cluster
maintenance strategy allows SCS not to implement either
cluster merge (when two clusters are nearly empty) or cluster
split (when a cluster is full) operations. The benefits for this
are simplicity, ease-of-implementation and good efficiency
because cluster split and cluster merge are very expensive
operations due to additional new cluster creation and many
propagated updates of new SCHs. If most nodes leave a clus-
ter and make it nearly empty, the remaining nodes can still
perform well as long as at least an SCH node exists. When
all the SCH candidates depart, the remaining nodes become
open nodes anyway.

3.3.3. State cache replacement
We develop an approximate LRU replacement algorithm

to manage the state cache for saving routing information
for cached nodes. If the state cache is full when a node
departs, then we have to decide whether to discard this node
or free a space in state cache. The goal of this algorithm is to
replace an entry of a node that is most likely to come back
much later. For this purpose, we design an estimated offline
period (EOP for short) field for each node to indicate its
offline period before its coming back next time. Each node is
assigned a default value of EOP when it joins in the system
for the first time, and updated each time the node returns to
the system by formula:EOPnew = EOPold × �+OP ×�,
where� + � = 1, and OP is the offline period since the
node’s last departure. The values of� and� indicate how
much the node’s latest activity affects its EOP. Typically we
set� = 0.2, � = 0.8.

When a node departs and sends its routing information to
the SCH, the SCH checks whether the state cache is full. If
it is full (if the cache is not full, no replacement is involved),
the SCH will examine the routing information records saved
in state cache. If one “expired” record is found, or there is
a record of a node whose EOP is larger than the departing
node, then this record becomes the victim we choose to re-
place. Otherwise, no replacement occurs since the departing
node has the largest EOP and the least probability to arrive
back in the near future.

3.3.4. Query routing
During the query lookup process, if the next hop node that

is referred to by a routing entry is not online, the sender node
will set a Cache Fetch flag in the query message and send it
to the SCH specified in this routing entry (if it is not null).
Upon receiving this ‘Cache Fetch’-tagged query message,
the SCH looks up in its state cache for the corresponding
nodeId and routing information. If the information is found
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Cluster 2Cluster 1

Fig. 2. Routing of a query message from node A to D. Dashed lines show
the route if node B was online. Solid lines show the route if the cached
node B is offline.

(cache hit), the query message simply bypasses the offline
node and still goes through the optimal route. If the routing
information is not found (cache miss), this route fails and
traces back to the last step.

An example of routing in SCS is shown in Fig.2. A query
message is sent from node A with a key closest to node D’s
nodeId. Supposing the optimal route is from A to B to C to
D assuming all these nodes are online. When node B leaves,
its routing information is saved in the state cache of SCH2
(assuming it is cached successfully). Now supposing the
same message is sent from node A again. According to the
lookup protocol, the next hop is node B, which is now offline.
Instead of trying another sub-optimal route, The message
is sent to SCH2, the SCH of the cluster in which node B
lives. By looking up in its state cache, SCH2 finds node B’s
routing information, runs a DHT-like routing procedure on
this cached information, and routes the message to the next
hop, node C. With the help of cached routing information,
the message goes through the optimal route as if node B is
still online.

When the SCH is changed for one node, the SCH address
in some other nodes’ routing entries may become stale. We
apply a reverse updatemechanism to solve this problem.
When forwarding a lookup message to the next hop node
(assuming that the next hop node is alive), the previous node
always piggybacks the SCH information of the next hop
node to the message. When receiving this message, the next
hop node checks whether the attached SCH information is
fresh or not. If not, it sends a Reverse Update message to
the previous node on the route, which will make necessary
correction accordingly.

4. Experimental methodology and results

We use simulations to evaluate the merits of SCS
system. This section presents the system performance
improvement by SCS in terms of self-organization effi-
ciency and routing quality, as compared with the baseline
system—Pastry.

4.1. Experimental framework configuration

Based on our design philosophy, we constructed an SCS
prototype system over a large-scale, physical network topol-
ogy using the transit-stub model of GT_ITM[17]. This
model has 100,000 physical nodes arranged hierarchically.
We consider 4 transit domains, each containing, on the av-
erage, 5 transit routers. Each transit router has 4 stub do-
mains attached. Each stub domain has an average of 10 stub
routers. Within the local area, there are an average of 125
LAN computers connected to a stub router either directly or
indirectly. The four transit domains at the top level are fully
connected, forming a complete graph. Each transit router or
stub router has an average node degree of 4. There is no
connection between two stub routers in different stub do-
mains. For any pair of LAN machines, an edge is generated
with a probability of 0.6. The network latency is set accord-
ing to the following rules: 100 ms for inter transit domain
links; 20 ms for links between two transit routers in a tran-
sit domain; 10 ms for links from a transit router to a stub
router; 5 ms for links between two stub routers in a stub do-
main; 2 ms for links from a stub router to a LAN machine;
and 1 ms for links between two connected LAN machines.
We randomly choose P2P nodes from the 100,000 LAN ma-
chines since only part of the computers participate the P2P
system, while all contribute to the network latency for mes-
sages passing by.

We focus on the two goals in our SCS experiments:
self-organization efficiencyand routing performance. First,
a trace-driven simulation was performed to evaluate the
self-organization efficiency. The real-world trace, named
Gnutella, provided by University of Washington[14],
was adopted in experiments. This trace monitored 17,125
Gnutella peers in the overlay and recorded their arrival and
departure events over a period of 60 h. In order to test the
performance of SCS on P2P systems with more dynamic
activities, we generated several synthetic traces by manu-
ally adding more round-trip activities into the original trace.
Table 2 shows the characters of the original and synthetic
traces. Gnu-10 refers to the trace generated by adding 10%
additional round-trip activities, Gnu-30 means 30% addi-
tional round-trip activities are inserted, and so forth. Second,
we conducted several experiments to compare the routing
performance of SCS to that of Pastry for both static and
dynamic experiments. During the static experiments, that is,
the P2P system is stable and there is no dynamic node join
or departure involved, we randomly choose 10,000 nodes
from the physical nodes, and run lookup tests to compare
the routing quality of SCS and Pastry systems. For dynamic
experiments, we perform the lookup tests at several time
instants in the trace period, and collect the routing quality
data on the fly.

Although Gnutella was collected in an unstructured P2P
system while SCS works for structured P2P system, it re-
flects real user behavior in P2P systems. There is no real-
world structured P2P system traces available in public, since
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Table 2
Characteristics of Gnutella and the synthetic traces

Trace Joins Departures Round Max # of
trips online nodes

Gnutella 39,001 39,001 31,399 2658
Gnu-10 42,901 42,901 35,299 2644
Gnu-30 50,701 50,701 43,099 2606
Gnu-50 58,501 58,501 50,899 2570
Gnu-100 78,002 78,002 70,400 2503

we do not have a commercial structured P2P system product
in use yet, partly because of its high maintenance overhead.
This paper is an attempt to give an effective solution for the
problem.

We build an SCS prototype system based on FreePastry
version 1.1[6], an open-source implementation of Pastry
developed in Rice University. The SCS prototype is written
in Java with 3000 new lines of code in total, including 24
new classes created and 10 old classes in FreePastry modi-
fied. New codes are added to emulate a real-world, Internet-
based P2P network model while part of existing FreePastry
codes are modified to implement SCS. All the experiments
were conducted on a SUN-Fire-880, with 16 CPUs running
SunOS 5.8. The initial FreePastry and SCS are both imple-
mented in Java (version 1.4).

In all the experiments, we set the Pastry parameters as
b = 4, |L| = 16 and|M| = 32. The SCS parameters are set
as follows. Our study on the real-world P2P system traces
suggests that network bandwidth limits the maximum cluster
size to less than 200. This number is computed by dividing
the average network bandwidth within the top 10% nodes
(possibly acting as SCH) by the average network bandwidth
of the remaining 90% nodes. However, we set the default
maximum cluster size to 40, because, we know that many
other processes will be running concurrently with the P2P
applications in the computing system. As a tradeoff between
the maximum cache size and SCH workload, we set the
maximum cache size to 10. The cluster radius is determined
by the network latency which is set to 30 ms. Based on the
analysis of the Gnutella P2P system trace, about 80% round
trips are within 6 h. As a result, the default EOP is set to 6 h
(21,600 s) so that most round-trip activities can benefit from
our caching scheme. The SCH candidacy threshold is set to
6, which means that only powerful nodes can function as the
SCH. These system parameters were adjusted to examine
their impact on the system performance.

4.2. Experimental results and analysis

We carefully chose performance metrics to evaluate self-
organization efficiency and the routing performance for SCS
and the baseline system. The self-organization efficiency is
estimated by the number of RPC messages required to pro-
cess all the node join and departure events in the traces. We

Table 3
Maintenance load of Pastry and SCS with different traces.

Trace RPC RPC Overhead Cache hit
in pastry in SCS reduction (%) rate (%)

Gnutella 5,980,450 2,337,730 60.91 73
Gnu-10 6,568,616 2,571,458 60.85 74
Gnu-30 7,830,731 2,819,952 63.99 75
Gnu-50 9,147,563 3,086,013 66.26 75
Gnu-100 12,491,540 4,595,045 63.21 77

also studied the impact of various system parameters by re-
playing the traces with different configurations. A smaller
number of RPC messages indicates a better self-organization
efficiency. The routing performance is measured in terms
of three measurements:logical hop, propagated latencyand
relative distance. Logical hop means the number of routing
hops in P2P nodes by a routing protocol. Propagated latency
is collected by adding up all the link latencies along the route
from the source to destination. Notice that the propagated
latency includes all the physical links along the route, while
the routing hops only count the P2P nodes passed on the
route. Relative distance, as originally defined in[12], indi-
cates the reduction in cost, in terms of the distance traveled
in the proximity space. The smaller values of three metrics,
the better the routing performance.

4.2.1. Efficiency of self-organization
We use maintenance overhead reduction and state cache

hit rate to justify the performance improvement of SCS on
self-organization efficiency. Overhead reduction is defined
as the percentage reduction in total maintenance cost. A re-
join is called aninstant rejoinif the rejoining node success-
fully reclaims its routing information from the state cache.
The state cache hit rate is determined by the percentage of
instant rejoin events among all the rejoin events.

Table3 shows a comparison of the total number of RPC
messages produced for self-organization by Pastry and SCS,
respectively. As shown in the table, SCS maintenance load
is much smaller than that of Pastry. SCS shows nearly 61%
reduction in overhead for Gnutella, and up to 66% reduction
in overhead while running trace Gnu-50. In our experiments,
the cache hit rate is around 73%. It may be expected that
the maintenance load will be further reduced if the round-
trip activities are increased in P2P systems. However, as
shown in this table, the cache hit rate increases as more
round-trip activities are involved, but the overall overhead
reduction does not increase when 100% additional round-trip
activities are added in Gnu-100. This is not surprising since
too many round-trip activities will interfere with the SCS
cluster structure and incur some clustering overhead (which
will be explained in the following analysis on SCS overhead
composition) if the cluster structure is not optimized. In
order to adapt to a very active P2P system like Gnu-100, the
system configuration needs to be empirically adjusted.
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Fig. 3. Composition of maintenance overhead in SCS.

Maintenance overhead breakdown: In addition, we
analyzed the makeup of SCS maintenance overhead in
message types. Fig.3 shows the composition of the main-
tenance load. The Returning Node Join refers to the join
messages incurred by running the standard join procedures
for those uncached returning nodes. Similarly, the New
Node Join implies the join messages for brand new nodes.
These two cases where Pastry-like join process is needed
lead to the most significant system overhead for structured
P2P systems, producing more than 95% of total mainte-
nance overhead. A joining node may contact the SCH when
entering a cluster, thus producing SCH Contact messages,
which are implemented by our Live Refresh messages. Ad-
ditionally, if the new node initializes a new cluster, it will
broadcast SCH Ready messages within its cluster radius.
There is no SCH Change messages involved since we do
not change any SCH when a node joins or arrives back to
the system. As for node departure, SCH Contact messages
are also possible because the departing nodes attempt to
save their routing information on the SCH. When an SCH
departs the system, a new SCH candidate may come up
and send out SCH Change messages to the live clients and
SCH Ready messages within its cluster radius if the cluster
is not full. From this figure as well as Table3 we can draw
two conclusions. First, node join contributes to the largest
portion of the whole system maintenance overhead. Sec-
ond, the total number of messages involved to provide SCS
service is negligible, about 4% in SCS prototype. A conclu-
sion that follows is that SCS reduces system maintenance
overhead by more than 60% with a minimal cost of some
new messages.
Reverse update messages: Additional run-time routing

overhead introduced in SCS is the Reverse Update mes-
sages when a node finds an inconsistency of SCH informa-
tion on the previous node along the route. We conducted
10,000 lookup tests for every 10,000 events consumed, and
collected the total number of Reverse Update messages in
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Fig. 4. Maintenance load of SCS with node failures.

the lookup tests at each time instant. On the average, the
number of Reverse Update messages among 10,000 lookups
is 3219, while the average number of Reverse Update mes-
sages in the first 1000 lookups is 2611. This indicates that
the lookups following a bunch of self-organization opera-
tions will encounter SCH information inconsistency with a
higher probability, and thus incur Reverse Update messages,
while there will be less chance for later lookups to see incon-
sistency because they have already been fixed. For 10,000
lookups, the average number of Reverse Update message in
each lookup is about 0.33, a negligible background workload
that can be handled in parallel with the routing process.
Impact of node failures: In the next experiment, we study

the SCS self-organization efficiency when some nodes fail
unexpectedly rather than depart intentionally. Since failed
nodes do not have a chance to be cached, the performance
is expected to degrade if we change some of the node de-
partures into node failures. Fig.4 shows the impact of node
failures on the self-organization efficiency in terms of cache
hit rate and overhead reduction. Notice that when all the
node departures are due to node failure, SCS degrades to
the baseline system and shows no improvement. As a pos-
sible solution to offset the impact of node failures, we may
identify those easy-to-fail nodes by the history of node ac-
tivities, and selectively cache their routing information on
the state cache while they are online.

4.2.2. Routing quality
We studied the routing quality of SCS compared to Pas-

try under both static and dynamic environments. While the
static simulation gives us insights on how much benefit we
can gain under various number of cached departed nodes,
the dynamic trace-driven simulation shows us the real im-
provement of routing quality we can expect in a real-life
system.
Static simulation results: In the static simulation, we ran-

domly choose 10,000 P2P nodes out of the 100,000 physical
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LAN machines. For each lookup, two nodes are selected at
random and a message is routed between the pair using Pas-
try Protocol. This lookup is repeated 10,000 times and the
result is averaged as the baseline system ‘Pastry (No Depar-
ture)’. Next we randomly select 2000 live nodes to depart
while no repair is conducted. Then the lookups are repeated
and the result is collected for the system ‘Pastry (Departure
without repair)’. In the next iteration, we run the Pastry main-
tenance procedures to aggressively repair the invalid rout-
ing entries and again collect the result for the system ‘Pas-
try (Departure with repair)’. Finally the tests are repeated
in SCS system. For a fair comparison, we again select 2000
nodes to depart, among which 1000 are cached and 1000
uncached. Fig.5 shows the result of the lookups, in terms of
routing hops, propagated latency and relative distance. The
result shows that the SCS performs much better in routing
quality compared to Pastry with or without routing table re-
pairs. In fact, the routing quality of SCS approaches to that
of Pastry without node failures, which provides an optimal
routing service.

We conducted another static experiment to evaluate the
impact of the number of cached round-trip nodes on the
benefit of SCS. In this experiment, we fix the number of
departed nodes at 2000, and vary the percentage of cached
nodes among them. The lookup test is repeated and Fig.6
shows the result. 0% means that all the departed nodes are
uncached, as in Pastry; while 100% means that all the de-
parted nodes are cached, which is the optimal scenario for
SCS system. As expected, the routing quality improves as
the number of cached round-trip nodes increases. This is
straightforward because the cached round trip nodes are vir-
tually online and help sustain a high quality routing service.
The improvement is modest because only a small portion,
about one-fifth nodes may take the advantage of SCS, as we
assumed.
Dynamic simulation results: In the dynamic, trace-driven

simulation, the lookup tests are conducted on several se-

lected time instants during the trace-replay period. Specifi-
cally, we run 10,000 lookups for every 10,000 events con-
sumed (i.e., replayed) by Pastry and SCS. We collect the
routing results by calculating the average ofpropagated la-
tency, routing hopsand relative distanceat each selected
time instant. The results of replaying Gnutella, Gnu-30 and
Gnu-50 are shown in Figs.7–9. For space limitation we do
not present the results for all synthetic traces although they
show the same trend. As can be seen from these figures,
the routing performance of SCS is consistently better than
that of Pastry under all traces. It may be noted that there
is no significant improvement made by SCS at the end of
the trace-replay period. This is because, at the ending stage
of the trace-replay, many nodes depart but are not cached
in SCHs. They are imposing a stronger negative impact on
the routing performance, as compared to the small portion
of cached nodes in the SCHs. We could easily enlarge the
maximum cache size (only if the SCH allows) to provide a
better routing quality service.

4.2.3. SCS clustering
Clustering is very important in SCS because it is the basis

of the system architecture. The quality of formed clusters
imposes much impact on the system performance. We con-
duct a lot of experiments to study the implication of these
system parameters such as maximum cluster size, maximum
cache size, cluster radius and SCH candidacy threshold, as
well as the impact of these parameters on the number of
open nodes.

Fig. 10 shows the self-organization efficiency as a func-
tion of maximum cluster size. To make a fair comparison, we
scale the maximum cache size to keep the ratio of maximum
cache size to maximum cluster size as a constant, 0.25. The
result shows that a larger cluster configuration achieves bet-
ter self-organization efficiency and a higher cache hit rate.
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Fig. 6. SCS static routing quality versus the ratio of cached round-trip
nodes.
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Fig. 10. Self-organization efficiency versus maximum cluster size.

There are two reasons for this. First, the more nodes in
a cluster, the easier to find an SCH for this cluster. As a
result, the nodes are more likely to be served by the SCH.

Second, when a cluster contains more nodes, there will be
less probability of SCH departure, and thus less maintenance
load is produced by SCH change. However, a larger cluster
incurs more workload imposed on the SCH nodes. It is,
therefore, important to strike a good tradeoff here. In the
typical configuration as adopted in our experiments, an SCS
with a maximum cluster size of 40 and maximum cache size
of 10 works well in terms of system performance and SCH
load.

The situation is very similar on maximum cache size.
With a fixed maximum cluster size, a larger maximum cache
size enables more departing nodes to get cached, and thus
achieves a higher cache hit rate and greater reduction in
maintenance overhead, as shown in Fig.11. However, when
the maximum cache size exceeds 15, the performance gain
becomes modest because the routing information of most de-
parted nodes has already been cached on the SCH while the
maintenance overhead comes only from new arrival nodes.

Estimated by propagated latency, the cluster radius is
used to limit the distance between a live node and its SCH.
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Fig. 12. Self-organization efficiency versus cluster radius.

Fig. 12 shows the impact of cluster radius on system self-
organization efficiency. As shown in the figure, a cluster ra-
dius of 10 ms keeps many nodes out of the clusters, so the
performance is not optimized due to the small SCH cover-
age area. Setting the radius to 20 ms makes many more live
nodes to be covered by the clusters, and results in a much
better outcome. However, a larger radius than 30 ms cannot
bring more performance gain. This is because the clusters
with radius of 30 ms are able to cover most live nodes, while
larger radius results only in the overlapping clusters, and
does not produce much benefit.

To become an SCH, a node is required to bear a
higher SCH candidacy value than the predefined threshold.
Fig. 13 shows the system self-organization efficiency as a
function of the threshold. As the threshold increases, less
nodes are qualified, so that less clusters could be formed,
and the system performance degrades correspondingly.
The recommended SCH candidacy threshold is 6 or 7. It
is notable that even if the threshold is set to 10, which
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Fig. 13. Self-organization efficiency versus SCH candidacy threshold.

is the maximum of nodes’ SCH candidacy, SCS bears
a cache hit rate of 22% and an overhead reduction of
about 18%.

The number of open nodes indicates how well the clus-
ters are formed and how well the live nodes are covered.
The following experiments examine the impact of maximum
cluster size, cluster radius and SCH candidacy threshold on
the number of open nodes, respectively. For each parameter
under consideration, we collect the numbers of open nodes
at several time instants and obtain the averages, as shown
in Fig. 14. It is expected that the number of open nodes
decreases as the cluster covers more nodes, but increases
along with the SCH candidacy threshold, as is validated by
the results. One observation we can make from this figure is
that with the default system configuration, the open nodes
only occupy a negligible portion, less than 1% of all the live
nodes.

4.2.4. System snapshot
The distribution of live nodes and cached nodes in the

clusters is shown in Fig.15. When the maximum cluster
size is set to 10, nearly 20% clusters are full and cannot
cover any more live nodes nearby, and around 40% clus-
ters have filled the state caches, thus involving many cache
replacements, as shown in the leftmost graph. With the de-
fault maximum cluster size of 40, however, as the second
graph shows, most clusters cover 15–30 live nodes, but no
cluster is full. And more than 90% state caches accommo-
date 15–20 entries for departed nodes, indicating that the
state caches are maximally utilized. This snapshot tends to
show an optimal system status. When the maximum cluster
size reaches 80, most clusters do not have more than 40 live
nodes, which implies that the cluster is not necessarily too
large, as shown in the third graph in Fig.15. This is more
obvious when the maximum cluster size is set to 120, which
is not shown in the paper due to space limitation.

As discussed in Section3.3.3, the system parameter�
plays an important role in deciding the EOP value when a
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node arrives back to the system. Fig.16 shows the distri-
bution of nodes EOP values at a specific time instant with
different � values. From this figure we can make three ob-
servations. First, the smallest EOP value is 7 min. This is
expected since the trace was created by probing peers ev-
ery 7 min, making the minimum time gap between any two
events to be 7 min. Second, It is notable that after replaying
the trace with the default� value, around 58% of nodes have
decreased their EOP to less than 5 h. We can also find that a
large portion of nodes (about 30%) with EOP of the initial

assigned value, 6 h. The reason for this is that these nodes
only joined the system once during the trace-replay period,
so that their EOP is never changed. The third observation
we can make from this figure is that as� increases, a smaller
number of nodes have their EOP values updated from ini-
tial value to less than 5 h, that is, their EOP updates more
slowly. According to calculation formula, the EOP tends to
remain around the old value if the� value is greater. While
the default value of� works well for this trace, it may need
adjustment with a different trace. For example, if the nodes
act much more actively, the� value may be increased so that
a particular round trip does not affect the node’s EOP value
too much.

5. Analytic model

In order to demonstrate how SCS reduces system main-
tenance overhead, we present a simple but effective analytic
model based on some reasonable assumptions in this sec-
tion.

In a 5000 node Pastry network model withb = 4, |L| =
16, |M| = 32, 10% nodes depart randomly and 10% new
nodes arrive. For a fair comparison, in our SCS model, we
assume that 2% nodes depart randomly, 2% new nodes ar-
rive and 8% nodes are round-trip nodes. Among all round-
trip nodes, 80% nodes successfully reclaim their routing
information from SCH. We compare SCS with Pastry in
terms of communication overhead, used to maintain all the
failed/departed nodes and new arrival nodes.
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From the Pastry studies[12], each failed node needs an
average of 57 remote procedure calls to repair all relevant
table entries. The number of message exchanges for node
arrival isO(log2b N) with the constant about 3×2b. We get
the total cost in terms of message exchanges in maintaining
Pastry network by equation

CPastry�(57+ 3 × 24 × log16N) × Pdynamic× N,

whereN is the total number of nodes in the network and
Pdynamic represents the percentage of nodes that have dy-
namic activities.

In the proposed SCS, as stated earlier, we classify the
round-trip activities into two classes:cachedwhich makes
8%× 80%= 6.4% of total number of nodes, anduncached
which makes 2%+ 8%× 20%= 3.6%. For uncached node
departures, the system still needs to repair all relevant table
entries, just like in Pastry. But for those cached round-trip
nodes, we only need two additional maintenance messages:
One is to notify the SCH of its departure, the other is to
inform the SCH of its arrival back. In addition, we need to
add the cluster maintenance overhead introduced in SCS.
According to our experimental results, we assume that the
additional overhead produced by SCS is 4% of the total
system maintenance overhead.

So the total cost in terms of message exchanges is calcu-
lated as follows:

CSCS � ((57+ 3 × 24 × log16N) × Puncached× N

+2 × Pcached× N) × 1.04,

wherePcachedrepresents the percentage of cached nodes and
Puncachedrepresents the percentage of uncached nodes.

Based on the assumptions and analysis,N is 5000,
Pdynamic is 10%,Pcachedis 6.4% andPuncachedequals 3.6%,
the reduction in maintenance cost is computed as follows:

Overhead reduction= CPastry− CSCS

CPastry
= 61.9%.

Given only 6.4% cached round-trip nodes, we report that
savings of nearly 61.9% in maintenance cost can be realized
by SCS as compared to Pastry. The bigger the percentage
of cached round-trip nodes, the more benefit we can obtain
from the maintenance overhead reduction.

6. Conclusions

As dynamic activities are becoming common in current
and future P2P systems, existing DHTs suffer high mainte-
nance overhead and routing performance degradation with-
out consideration of such dynamic activities. In this paper,
we design and implement a novel state cache system, named
SCS that significantly improves the self-organization effi-
ciency and reduces maintenance overhead for structured P2P
systems.

We propose our scheme based on three principles exist-
ing in current P2P systems: round-trip pattern of node dy-

namic activities, importance of each node and presence of
node heterogeneity. SCS partitions the network into clus-
ters according to node heterogeneity and network proximity,
and dynamically selects an SCH node in each cluster. By
exploiting the characteristics of dynamic activities, SCS se-
lectively caches the routing information of departed nodes
in SCH nodes for two purposes: good routing performance
and self-organization efficiency. By caching routing infor-
mation of departed nodes, SCS maintains a large number of
valid routing information in the system, which enables it to
provide a sustained high quality routing service. When the
departed node arrives back, the cached routing information
is returned to it instantly and the expensive node join pro-
cedure is avoided, and thus largely reduces system mainte-
nance overhead induced by frequent node joins. At the same
time, the overhead introduced by SCS is kept to be modest.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that
reports experimental results of a comprehensive study on
dynamic behavior of P2P systems. By replaying both real-
world and synthetic P2P traces and conducting true dynamic
experiments, we find that SCS reduces the maintenance over-
head by nearly 66% and simultaneously improves the rout-
ing quality, as compared to one of the most representative
structured P2P systems—Pastry.
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